
3.2.2: Number of workshops/seminars/conferences including on Research Methodology, Intellectual Property 

Rights (IPR) and entrepreneurship conducted during the last five years (5)

Criteria 3 – Research, Innovations and Extension (110)

3.2- Innovation Ecosystem (15)  



LIST OF WORKSHOP/ SEMINAR/ CONFERENCE
NAME OF THE WORKSHOP/ SEMINAR/ CONFERENCE

2019-20
1 Application of universal design - need of architectural industry and architectural education 
2 Seminar on personality development- Zero to Hero Presentation
3 Bamboo Workshop 
4 Seminar on introduction to del net 
5 Workshop On  Sketching, Coloring, Sculpture By Artist Pramod Kamble



Date: 5/06/2021

To,

The Principal,

Ar. Rajeshwari Jagtap

PRCA, Loni.

Subject: Application to organize workshop on “UNIVERSAL DESIGN ” on 21/06/2021 and 22/06/2021

Respected Madam,

This letter is to request for your kind approval for workshop on “UNIVERSAL DESIGN ”

Event activity workshop on “UNIVERSAL DESIGN ” 

Guest Dr. Kavita Murugkar Organization PRCA
Teacher coordinator Ar.Sonali Chaskar Student coordinator Rutuja wakchaure

Duration 2 Days Timing 10.00am to 5.00pm
Attending classes All Venue Location Classroom no.1

Required support Projector

Thanking you with regards.

Ar.Sonali Chaskar
Assistant Professor
PRCA, Loni

Therefore, I request you to kindly issue permission in this regard. I shall be obliged for your quick approval.





DATE: 21/6/2019, 22/6/2019

2019-2020

2019-20 APPLICATION OF UNIVERSAL DESIGN - NEED OF
ARCHITECTURAL INDUSTRY AND ARCHITECTURAL
EDUCATION - WORKSHOP REPORT

Expert Person: Ar. Kavita Murugkar
Professor at BNCA,Pune

Universal Access Specialist Empanelled with the Ministry Of Social Justice an empowerment
and ministry of Culture, Government Of India

Faculty In charge: Ar.SonaliChaskar

Aim: To create awareness about 'Disabilities' and 'Accessibility for All' and guidance on

Designing for all ages and abilities is an important design aspect but hardly given any

emphasis in our academic curriculum and practice.

Objectives: i. To give knowledge and Importance of Universal design.

ii. To give practical knowledge of designing for all through role play method

iii. To execute layouts of different spaces layouts on floor for better understanding.

iv. Aiming at improvement of advanced as well as slow learners.

Duration: 2days
No of Students : 74

Summary:

Ar. Kavita Murugkar, a Professor at BNCA (B.K.P.S. College of Architecture) in Pune and a Universal
Access Specialist empanelled with the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment and the Ministry of
Culture, Government of India, conducted a workshop titled "Application of Universal Design - Need of
Architectural Industry and Architectural Education." The workshop aimed to raise awareness about
disabilities and the concept of accessibility for all, particularly in architectural education and practice.
Universal Design, which focuses on creating environments and products that cater to diverse users'
needs, was at the center of the workshop's discussions.
The workshop was structured into three phases: theoretical, practical, and creative. In the theoretical
phase, participants received an engaging lecture and audio-visual presentation, which covered the
"What? Why? How?" of Universal Design. Numerous examples of best practices and design guidelines
were presented to emphasize the significance of creating universally accessible buildings and campuses.
In the practical phase, participants experienced the challenges faced by individuals with disabilities
firsthand. Through simulations, such as using assistive aids like wheelchairs and crutches or being
blindfolded, participants navigated their own campus, documenting obstacles and their personal
experiences. This exercise provided a powerful insight into the importance of designing environments
that cater to all users' needs.
The final creative phase involved collaborative brainstorming and innovative thinking. Student teams
engaged in generating ideas and solutions for designing inclusive environments that accommodate
various user groups' requirements and abilities. The ideas generated during these discussions were then
presented by the student teams within a set timeframe.



The workshop on the "Application of Universal Design" conducted by Ar. Kavita Murugkar
achieved its objectives effectively. Participants gained a deeper understanding of the critical importance of
designing spaces and products that consider the needs of all users, regardless of their individual
differences.
Through the theoretical phase, attendees were exposed to the theoretical foundations of Universal
Design, including its principles, rationale, and real-world examples. This helped participants grasp the
broader context and necessity of incorporating Universal Design principles in their architectural education
and practice.

The practical phase of the workshop provided a profound learning experience as participants
temporarily faced the challenges individuals with disabilities encounter daily. This simulation exercise
enhanced participants' empathy, enabling them to comprehend the obstacles and difficulties that need to
be addressed in creating universally accessible environments.
The creative phase encouraged collaborative problem-solving and innovative thinking. By engaging in
brainstorming and solution-generation, participants practiced applying Universal Design concepts to real-
world scenarios.

Overall, the workshop effectively bridged the gap between theoretical knowledge and
practical understanding by engaging participants in various activities that underscored the significance of
Universal Design in architectural education and the broader architectural industry.

Welcoming the Guests .Principal introducing guests

introduction of topic Demonstration of wheelchair



.Demonstration of wheelchair
Demonstration of blind stick

students using wheelchair

Group photo with Guests

presentation and video screening







Date: 30/07/2019

To,

The Principal,

Ar. Ar. Rajeshwari Jagtap

PRCA, Loni.

Subject: Application to organize ORIENTATION PROGRAM REPORT –Zero to Hero Presentation
on 06-08-2019

Respected Madam,

This letter is to request for your kind approval for ORIENTATION PROGRAM REPORT – Zero to

Hero Presentation

Event activity ORIENTATION PROGRAM REPORT –Zero to Hero Presentation 

Guest AR. Prashant Deshmukh Principal
Architect PDA Pune, Maharashtra,

India

Organization PRCA

Teacher coordinator Ar. Dipeeka Arbatti Student coordinator Karan Waral

Duration 4 Hours Timing 9.30am
Attending classes All Venue Location Red Hall , South Campus 

PRCE
Required support Projector

Thanking you with

regards.

Therefore, I request you to kindly issue permission in this regard. I shall be obliged for your
quick approval.

Ar. Dipeeka Arbatti
Assistant Professor
PRCA, Loni



Date: 04/08/2019

NOTICE 

All the teachers and students of Pravara Rural College of Architecture are informed that,

ORIENTATION PROGRAM REPORT – Zero to Hero Presentation is organized on 06-08-2019

Details of the seminar are as follows:

Time: 9.30 an to 5.00pm

Venue: Red Hall , South Campus PRCE

Speakers: AR. Prashant Deshmukh Principal Architect PDA Pune, Maharashtra, India





Date: 06-08-2019

2019-2020

Summary:
The "ORIENTATION PROGRAM - Zero to Hero" conducted by Architect Prashant Deshmukh was a

comprehensive initiative designed to welcome and empower fresh students in the field of architecture. This
program aimed to provide a solid foundation for students' academic journey, inspire them to excel in their
chosen field, and equip them with valuable insights into the world of architecture.
The orientation program had several key objectives:
Introduction to Architecture: The program sought to familiarize new students with the intricacies of studying
architecture, outlining the challenges and rewards of the profession they had embarked upon.
Motivation and Inspiration: One of the main goals was to ignite motivation among the students, encouraging
them to embrace their chosen path and recognize the immense potential it holds.
Scope of Architecture: Students were informed about the wide-ranging scope of the architectural profession,
showcasing the diverse opportunities available within the field.
Historical Significance of Architecture: The program aimed to educate students about the historical significance
of architecture and the lasting impact architects have had on the development of human civilization.
Institution's Vision and Mission: Students were introduced to the institution's core values, vision, and mission,
providing them with a sense of belonging and purpose within the academic community.
Study Methods: The orientation covered the approach to studying architecture, emphasizing the practical
aspects and methodologies involved.
Future Opportunities: Presentations shed light on the myriad future opportunities within the architectural
profession, ensuring that students were well-informed about their potential career paths.
Positive Thinking: The program aimed to instill positive thinking and a growth mindset in students, enabling
them to aspire to greatness within the field of architecture.
Institutional Rules and Regulations: Architect Rajeshswari Jagtap explained the rules and regulations of the
institute, ensuring students were well-acquainted with the academic and behavioral expectations.

2018-19 ORIENTATION PROGRAM REPORT –Zero to Hero Presentation

Expert Person: AR. Prashant Deshmukh Principal Architect PDA Pune, Maharashtra, India

Aim: To introduce fresh students about study in architecture and motivate them for the field they
had chosen also to inform them about scope in profession of architecture

Objectives : i. To introduce students about contribution of architects in history of mankind
ii. To introduce students about the institution and its vision and mission
iii. To introduce students about way of study is architecture

iv. To introduce students about future opportunities in profession of architecture through
presentations.

v. To motivate students for positive thinking to achieve great goal in architecture
through experts talk.

vi. Aiming at further improvement of advanced learners as well as slow learners

Duration: 6:00 hours, 1 day
Number of
students

101



Introduction to Pravara Family: Honorable Shalinitai Vikhe introduced students to the larger Pravara
Education Society and its historical significance, fostering a sense of heritage and community.
Architect Prashant Deshmukh played a pivotal role in the orientation, guiding students about their
architectural journey, potential career paths, and presenting the motivational session titled "Zero to Hero."
This session aimed to inspire students to strive for success and greatness in their architectural endeavors.
Outcomes:
Informed Students: Attendees gained a comprehensive understanding of what studying architecture
entails and the potential career opportunities that lie ahead.
Inspired Mindset: The program successfully motivated students to adopt a positive mindset and aspire to
achieve greatness within the field of architecture.
Vision and Mission Alignment: Students were aligned with the institution's values and mission, fostering a
sense of purpose and belonging.
Historical Awareness: Participants developed an appreciation for the historical significance of architecture
and its enduring impact on society.
Rule Familiarity: Students were well-informed about the institute's rules and regulations, ensuring a
smooth academic journey.
Community Building: The introduction to the larger Pravara Education Society instilled a sense of
belonging within the institution's community.
In essence, the "ORIENTATION PROGRAM - Zero to Hero" achieved its objectives by providing students
with a holistic introduction to the world of architecture, inspiring them to excel, and ensuring they were
equipped with the knowledge and mindset required for success.

Hon. Shalinitai Vikhe- Patil felicitating Ar. Prashant Deshmukh by giving plant sapling

Ar. Prashant Deshmukh had given his speech on the occasion of the program



Students of first year and their parents had attended program

Hon. Shalinitai VIKhe- Patil had addressed parents and students

Ar. Prashant Deshmukh had addressed all students of the institute













16-08-2019

NOTICE

All the teachers and students of Pravara Rural College of Architecture are informed that,

Bamboo Workshop is organized at PRCA  During 19.8.19 To 21.8.18.

Geodesic dome and bamboo Furniture will be made in this workshop



DATE: 19-08-2019 and 20-08-2019

2019-20

2019-20 BAMBOO WORKSHOP - REPORT

Expert Person: Mr. NinadSubhashSonawane& Miss. Shilpa Ramesh Mendadkar AnantVidnyanVedh
Private Limited, Nashik

Aim: To prepare Geodesic Dome Structure and bamboo furniture.
Objectives of

Workshop:
1. To understand Procurement procedure of Bamboo.

2. To understand treatment done on bamboo before using it.

3. To understand the use of chemicals in treatment such as, Borax / Boric

Acid , Potassium and Sodium Dichromate , Copper Sulphate

4. To Understand Finishing of nodal treatments

5. To understand and learn bamboo joineries.

6. Aiming at improvement of advanced as well as slow learners.

Duration: 2 Days

No of Students : 78

Summary:

The Bamboo Workshop, facilitated by Mr. Ninad Subhash Sonawane and Miss. Shilpa Ramesh
Mendadkar from Anant Vidnyan Vedh Private Limited, Nashik, was a hands-on learning experience that
delved into the multifaceted world of bamboo construction and furniture-making. The workshop aimed to
equip participants with practical skills and knowledge concerning bamboo procurement, treatment,
joineries, and utilization in creating structures and furniture.
Key Objectives of the Workshop:
Geodesic Dome Structure and Bamboo Furniture: Participants engaged in the creation of a Geodesic Dome
Structure and bamboo furniture, gaining practical insights into bamboo's application in architectural design
and furnishing.
Procurement Procedure of Bamboo: The workshop provided an understanding of the bamboo procurement
process, including factors such as selection, sourcing, and quality assessment.
Treatment of Bamboo: Participants learned about the crucial step of treating bamboo before use,
comprehending the methods and chemicals employed for proper preservation. Chemicals like Borax / Boric
Acid, Potassium and Sodium Dichromate, and Copper Sulphate were covered.
Finishing of Nodal Treatments: The workshop explained the finishing touches required for nodal treatments,
ensuring structural integrity and longevity.
Bamboo Joineries: Participants gained hands-on experience and insights into various bamboo joineries,
essential for creating robust and stable structures.
Outcomes of the Workshop:
Practical Skills: Attendees acquired hands-on skills in working with bamboo, including treatment methods,
joineries, and structural assembly.
Bamboo Knowledge: Participants developed a comprehensive understanding of different bamboo types,
their properties, and the appropriate selection for various applications.
Treatment Expertise: Attendees learned about the various treatments bamboo undergoes to enhance
durability and prevent decay.



Construction Insight: The creation of a Geodesic Dome Structure gave participants insight into the
architectural possibilities and design considerations of bamboo-based constructions.
Sustainability Awareness: Participants gained an appreciation for bamboo as a sustainable and eco-
friendly building material.
Collaborative Learning: The workshop fostered collaborative learning, allowing participants to share
experiences and insights.
Skill Enhancement: The workshop catered to learners of varying proficiency levels, ensuring both
advanced and slow learners benefited from the program.
Instructors Shilpa Mendadkar and Ninad Sonawane provided comprehensive guidance on various bamboo
types, joinery techniques, and curing processes. Demonstrations, hands-on activities, and theoretical
insights were employed to convey essential knowledge. By the end of the workshop, participants were
equipped not only with technical skills but also with an appreciation for bamboo's versatility and potential
in sustainable construction and furniture design.

6.students working on group activity5.students working on geodesic dome

4.students working on group activity

1.students working on geodesic dome 2.students working on geodesic dome

5.students displaying group activity work







Date: 18/09/2019

2019-2020

Summery:

A seminar titled "Introduction to DELNET" was conducted by Mr. Rathod Pune with

the primary aim of providing information about the DELNET library network to faculty members.

The seminar intended to offer a foundational understanding of DELNET, its purpose, and its

functioning. Through the seminar, attendees were given an opportunity to learn about the

resources and libraries available within the DELNET portal.

The seminar on "Introduction to DELNET" successfully achieved its objectives by

enlightening faculty members about the significance of the DELNET library network. Mr. Rathod

Pune, the speaker, effectively communicated the underlying idea and operational aspects of

DELNET, aided by a presentation that illustrated the key concepts.

During the seminar, the attendees were provided with insights into the origin and operational

mechanisms of DELNET. The speaker's presentation likely included details about how DELNET

serves as a valuable resource for connecting libraries and facilitating resource sharing among

educational institutions.

By showcasing the practical functioning of DELNET, the seminar enabled faculty

members to better understand the portal's capabilities and offerings. Participants likely had the

opportunity to witness how DELNET functions as a comprehensive platform for accessing a wide

range of resources, including books, journals, and research materials available across various

libraries.

Dr. Vijaya Tambe conveyed the vote of thanks, acknowledging the value of the seminar

and the efforts put forth by Mr. Rathod Pune. The seminar not only introduced faculty members to

the DELNET library network but also potentially encouraged them to explore and utilize this

platform to enhance their teaching, research, and academic endeavors.

In conclusion, the seminar on "Introduction to DELNET" effectively acquainted

faculty members with the purpose, functioning, and resources available through the DELNET

library network. By doing so, it aimed to contribute to the enrichment of the academic and

research pursuits of the attendees.

2015-16 SEMINAR ON INTRODUCTION TO DELNET - REPORT
Expert Person: Mr. Rathod Pune

Aim: To provide information about Delnet to faculty members .

Objectives: i. To give basic idea behind Delnet library network.
ii. To demonstrate the functioning of Delnet.

Duration: 1 Day

No. of Faculty: 14



.

Lamp Lighting & paying respect to Founder Principal Madam Felicitating the speaker

3.

Mr. Rathod describing Delnet library

Network
Group photo after the session







NOTICE

All students and teachers are hereby to inform that Sketching, Coloring and Sculpture Workshop is

scheduled on 7/8/2019, at Pravara Rural College of Architecture, on the occasion of Orientation of

F.Y.B.Arch, Resourse person for workshop is renowned artist Mr. Pramod Kamble from Ahemadnagar.

Details of the Workshop:

Date: 07/08/2019

Time: 9.00am to 5.00pm

Venue: PRCA Amphi theatre

Conducted by: Mr. Pramod Kamble- Commertial Artist, Ahemadnagar

DATE: 02/08/2019





2019-20 WORKSHOP ON SKETCHING, COLORING, SCULPTURE - REPORT

Expert Person: Artist Pramod Kamble.

“Kalashree”Gulmohar road, Ahmednagar-414003.tel.0241-2426891. Mob.9822069056

Aim: To Know about various aspects of Architectural sketching, sculpture &coloring.

Objectives: 1. To understand procedure of Basic Sketching.

2. To understand procedure of architectural lettering and architectural design elements.

3. To learn how to draw free hand sketching.

4. To Understand Finishing of Water colors.

5. To have hand on experience on Sculpture making and basic form formations.

Duration: 1 Day.

No of Students :
78

Summery:

A hands-on workshop on Sketching, Coloring, and Sculpture was organized with great enthusiasm at our institution. The

event commenced with a warm welcome to our esteemed chief guest, Art.Pramod Kamble Sir, by all staff members.

Archana Deshmukh, one of our talented students, introduced the distinguished guest, highlighting his iconic projects.

Principal mam felicitated Art.Pramod Kamble Sir with a plant sapling and a memento, appreciating his contributions to the

field of art. The session continued with a captivating discussion between Pramod Sir and the students, where he shared

his life experiences and journey, from being an artist to becoming the Best Artist of Maharashtra.

Pramod Sir graciously provided hands-on experiences to the students, guiding them in Sketching, Coloring, and

Sculpture making. The students were thrilled to learn from such a renowned artist, gaining valuable insights and honing

their artistic skills.

Objectives of workshop were,

Enhancing Artistic Skills: The primary objective of the workshop is to enhance the artistic skills of the participants in the

areas of sketching, coloring, and sculpture making. Through hands-on experience and guidance from experts, attendees

can improve their techniques and abilities in these artistic disciplines.

Exploring Different Mediums: The workshop aims to introduce participants to various mediums used in sketching,

coloring, and sculpture, such as pencils, watercolors, acrylics, and clay. By experimenting with different materials,

participants can broaden their artistic horizons and gain exposure to diverse creative possibilities.

Encouraging Creativity: The workshop seeks to encourage creativity and imagination among the participants. Through

engaging activities and exercises, attendees are inspired to think outside the box, explore new ideas, and express their

individual artistic visions.

Promoting Expression and Communication: Art is a powerful form of expression, and the workshop aims to foster

effective communication through art. Participants are encouraged to convey emotions, ideas, and narratives through their

sketches, colors, and sculptural creations.

DATE: 07-08-2019 
2019-20



Building Confidence: By providing a supportive and nurturing environment, the workshop aims to boost participants'

confidence in their artistic abilities. Through constructive feedback and encouragement, attendees gain self-assurance in

their creative endeavors.

Understanding Basic Principles: The workshop focuses on teaching participants the fundamental principles of sketching,

coloring, and sculpture, including composition, perspective, shading, and form. These foundational skills form the basis for

further artistic development.

Nurturing Artistic Appreciation: By immersing participants in the world of art, the workshop aims to cultivate an

appreciation for the beauty and significance of artistic expression. Attendees learn to appreciate and analyze artworks, both

their own and others'.

Encouraging Art as a Therapeutic Outlet: Art has therapeutic benefits, and the workshop aims to promote art as a means

of relaxation, stress relief, and self-expression. Participants are encouraged to use art as a tool for emotional release and

personal growth.

Fostering Collaboration and Learning: The workshop provides a platform for participants to collaborate, exchange ideas,

and learn from one another. By working together on creative projects, attendees develop a sense of camaraderie and mutual

support.

Inspiring Future Artistic Pursuits: Ultimately, the workshop aims to inspire participants to continue exploring and pursuing

their artistic interests beyond the workshop. Participants are encouraged to continue their artistic journey, whether as a

hobby or a potential career path.

The workshop concluded with a heartfelt vote of thanks to Art.Pramod Kamble Sir for gracing us with his valuable time and

sharing his life experiences. Archana Deshmukh, on behalf of all students, expressed gratitude for the enriching experience

and knowledge imparted during the workshop. The event left a lasting impact on everyone, inspiring the students to explore

and excel in the world of art.Overall, the workshop on Sketching, Coloring, and Sculpture is designed to be a transformative

and enriching experience for the participants, nurturing their creativity, artistic skills, and passion for art.

1. Discussion with faculty about program. 2. Introduction to chief guest



3.Felicitation of guest by principal. 4. Discussion on Pramod Sir’s projects.

7. Discussion on free hand sketching.

5. Discussion on free hand sketching. 6. Demonstration on sculpture

8. Demonstration on Caligraphy



9. Demonstration on sculpture

10. Demonstration on live sketching 






